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Dr. Florin Abraham 

 

Communist political police archives: a source of alternative history? 

  

The secret police of the communist regimes created a huge database about both the authoritarian-

totalitarian state and the society which they controlled. For anyone studying these archives, the 

materials created by the political police raise methodological and ethical issues that are often 

difficult to resolve. 

• Preservation of documents: 

o only some documents have been preserved, since it was Securitate practice to 

regularly destroy  “annexed files” 

o some of the documents have disappeared after 1990 due to cases of “file trade ”  

• Archiving: as a rule, files are archived by topic, period or function. But are these criteria 

relevant enough for high-quality research? 

• The problem of the issuers’ ideological values: the documents are not axiologically 

neutral, they bear the issuers’ default values. Marxism-Leninism, with its national 

variants, explains not only the terms of documents, but also the matrix of the political 

police activities (selecting opponents and types of social actions to be monitored). 

• The administrative document in an authoritarian-totalitarian regime: form and content are 

determined of their realization by a militarized structure in a regime which used 

generalized or extended terror.  

• The person’s true identity:  

o the code name used is not always known, so assigning a real identity is 

problematic 

o a number of (handwritten),documents  attributed to "sources" are not confirmed 

by comparison and linking with other documents. 

• The authenticity of Securitate activity: 

o Often, in their pursuit to identify the “enemies of the Party and the State”, the 

Securitate officers invented collaborators and enemies of the regime in order to 

justify their existence, or to gain promotion. 

• The responsibility for publishing documents that affect human dignity: 

o the documents contain a lot of information concerning the private lives of 

individuals. These persons are rendered anonymouswhen copies of Securitate 

documents are released, but the problem remains that it is at the discretion of the 
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historian to decide whether an individual’s identity and alleged activities are 

relevant to scholarly discussion; 

o there are pictures of people caught in intimate situations. Can they be made 

public? 

 

The Securitate files and social history 

• History of daily life in totalitarian regimes 

• Analysis of social networks (from “network files”) 

• “Social ladder”, as a consequence of collaboration with Securitate  

• History of social representation 

• Analysis of cultural values (from letters, journals) 

• Religious life under the communist regime (“the cults-religion files”) 

• Attitudes towards political power (ambiguity between collaboration and resistance) 

• History of marginal groups (political, ethnic or socio-economic) 

• Gender study (the abortion issue after 1966) 

• History of literacy (from “commitment to collaboration”)    
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Prof. Dr. Gabriel Andreescu 

 

The Manipulation of the Political Police Archive: Why, and How? 

Abstract 

 

This paper first analyzes the surveillance of intellectuals by the Securitate (secret police) in the 

1970s and 80s. It shows that archive files prove that the Securitate kept track of, in essence, the 

entire cultural life of Romania. The surveillance of intellectuals and artists led to knowledge of 

and control over all anti-communist sentiments if they were expressed over the phone, or in 

spaces under surveillance, or within earshot of informers. Only the actions that managed to avoid 

these three means of surveillance escaped the control of the institutions of repression.  

The paper then discusses the importance and the complexity of working with secret 

police files. A major difficulty in dealing with the Securitate Archive is that the informer label 

was often used improperly, for bureaucratic reasons. Also, the collaboration files of party 

members were treated differently from those of non-members. The transfer of information from 

one file to another was common practice. Some of the documents created by Securitate officers 

display a high degree of superficiality. A crucial feature that limits the usefulness of the 

Securitate archive for understanding the past is the fact that many archive files are incomplete, 

while others were only obtained by the National Council for the Study of the Securitate Archives 

many years after the institution was created.  

The paper discusses several instances of manipulation of the Securitate archives. Some 

involve Securitate officers, or their former collaborators, and the political actors. But in many 

cases the manipulation is used by intellectuals that find themselves in symbolic competition with 

the individuals they accuse of collaborationism. And it is easy to manipulate the Securitate 

archives because of the lack of knowledge on the part of journalists and the incoherence of the 

courts. The paper presents examples of inconsistency from these courts. 

Another difficulty in understanding the communist past comes from the political 

influence over the institutions of public memory such as the National Council for the Study of 

the Securitate Archives and the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes and Memory 

of the Romanian Exile. The professional limitations of their workers and leaders is also a matter 

of debate. The paper analyzes the situation of both the CNSAS and the IICCMER. 
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Stefano Bottoni 

 

Mikó Imre in the light of his records 

 

This paper seeks to reconstruct the biography of an Eastern European intellectual and politician, 

the Transylvanian-born Imre Mikó, who spent his whole active life from the early 1930s to the 

1970s working between two different countries – Romania and Hungary – and four different 

political systems. To this end I make use of published and unpublished, primarily archival 

sources, such as the personal file opened on him by the Romanian secret police, the Securitate. 

The scientific relevance of such an investigation lies in the complex analysis of the private and 

public reaction of a minority community, the Transylvanian Hungarians, to the challenge posed 

by living in the peculiar totalitarian system that was Romanian national communism. The 

historical analysis of Mikó’s relationship with the communist Romanian state security service 

unavoidably raises a further question:  

What may have motivated Mikó to collaborate with a system he never ideologically adhered to? 

In the 1950s, his only aim was to survive Stalinism and preserve his large family from another 

catastrophe after his long absence between 1944 and 1948. The case is rather different when we 

come to the 1970s however. Then Imre Mikó had an excellent reason for agreeing to collaborate 

with the Romanian communist security services. As a skilled lawyer and politician, he was well 

aware of what kind of tasks and compromises such a cooperation would imply, and also of the 

borderline he could not morally cross. The first and most important goal of his travelling to the 

West was to strike up (or re-establish) relationships with the Hungarian diaspora and to show 

that a Transylvanian Hungarian community still existed, produced valuable culture and – 

ultimately – was deserving of moral, political and economic support. He knew or felt on the 

ground how suspicious Western emigration was to anyone behind the “Iron Curtain”; as one of 

the few trustworthy persons representing the Transylvanian Hungarian community abroad under 

Ceașescu, Mikó accepted the rules of the Securitate’s game in order to fulfill a higher ethical 

expectation: serving his Transylvanian community. 
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Matthias Braun 

 

The political shaping of historiography abroad by the Securitate (1956–1989) 

 

The official opening up of the Stasi files in January 1992 heralded the end of the taboo 

surrounding the East German secret police. At the same time, there began an at times excessive 

public debate on the ‘Mielke firm’, its operations, its activities and its crimes, the institution of 

the Stasi becoming a somewhat indiscriminate cliché. The literary scene was dominated by 

moral indictments, often prejudiced by writers who had served as informers. These 

circumstances frequently led to little more than attempts to discover who was behind a code 

name or to voice fundamental criticism of the system.  

The state security service of the GDR acted not only as the SED’s secret police, but also as its 

‘ideological police’, and was thus in many respects a covert actor in the ‘Sicherungsbereich’ 

(operational field) of literature and art. The Stasi viewed artists as disseminators of ideology; 

hence non-conformist artists were considered disseminators of ‘ideological infiltration by the 

enemy’. 

Literature and art were not the Stasi’s primary interest. They were not concerned ‘whether or not 

an artistic product was pleasing in terms of its content and form, its themes and its style – 

investigations are concerned exclusively with providing an objective appraisal of the legal 

relevance of a text, a poem, a picture etc. [...] The MfS [Ministry for State Security] is not a 

cultural institute and the employees of its investigatory body are not art critics’.1  The verbal 

instructions received by Stasi officers in the ‘Sicherungsbereich’ of literature and art dictated: 

‘Our duty is the inquiry into who’s who, not programming’. This was the basis for the 

production of the then secret Stasi files for nearly four decades.  

Drawing on many years of scholarly examination of these files, this paper considers the potential 

this special repository of files possesses for German literary history (e.g. for research of 

censorship, the history of a writer’s oeuvre or the biography of writers and the conditions under 

which they wrote). 

 
  

                                                
1 HA IX: Ausgewählte Grundsätze der Untersuchungsarbeit  der Linie IX zur vorbeugenden Aufdeckung, 
Verhinderung und Bekämpfung des feindlichen Missbrauchs künstlerischer und kultureller Ausdrucksmittel; BStU, 
MfS HA IX/327, Bl. 9.    
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Igor Cașu 

 

NKVD/KGB files and the reconstruction of the Communist past in Moldova: some 

methodological issues  

 

The wide access has been provided to the archives of political police in Moldova since 2010, 

with the creation of the Presidential Commission for the Study and Evaluation of the Communist 

Totalitarian Regime in the Republic of Moldova. Since part of present-day Moldova – 

Transnistria – was belonged to Soviet Ukraine in the interwar period, the archive of the Service 

of Information and Security, the predecessor of KGB, holds personal files of the Communist 

repression that dating back to 1920. In this sense, the historian can compare the files of the 

CHEKA, OGPU, NKVD, NKGB, SMERSH, MGB and KGB: how the language of interrogation 

evolved through 70 years of the Soviet regime, who the main target groups were, the punishment 

applied to various members of ethnic and religious minority groups and so on.  

Further, there are also – admittedly, fewer – files consisting of general reports such as 

dokladnye zapiski that are extremely precious for the historian in his endeavor to reconstruct the 

bigger picture and the context in which the political repressions took place. While access to the 

surveillance files is yet to be granted, the personal files and especially general reports make 

references to the categories of the people placed under surveillance.  

 The language of the Soviet political police is very specific, hence one needs a special 

methodology with which to tackle with these files. This paper deals with the challenges 

encountered in studying the files of the Soviet political police, as well as of the civil police, as 

the militia also had some prerogatives in terms of repression (as David Shearer and Paul 

Hagenloh pointed out in their seminal studies of 2009). Special attention will be paid to the 

minority and marginal groups such as Germans, Jews, Gagauzes, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Baptists, 

Inokhentists, stileaghi, punks etc.  
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Andra-Octavia Drăghiciu 

 

“Dansuri excentrice pe scaune” (Wild dances on chairs). The Romanian youth in the eyes 

of the Securitate 

 

Ever since the granting of public access to the archive of the secret police, the issue of 

“informers” has monopolized the Romanian public space. Renowned intellectuals and politicians 

have been confronted with their past, careers have been ended and memories stained. Although a 

valuable historical source, the files of the Securitate have served more as means for personal 

vendettas and political gain than for academic research in post-1989 Romanian society. 

Nevertheless, there is a less controversial category of files which has been thoroughly neglected 

by academics and public opinion alike. These documentation files kept by the Securitate officers 

in every county of Romania contain huge and valuable amounts of information about daily life in 

the respective towns and villages, as well as about the way the officers worked on a local level. 

A very important topic within these files is the issue of adolescents and their state of mind 

regarding the regime. So-called subversive and hostile activities of youngsters, from petty crime 

to embracing certain fashion and musical trends, as well as the means of coercion used by the 

officers, are documented in these files, giving a unique insight both into the activities of the 

youth and into the perception of the officers. The aim of this paper is to identify the importance 

of the Securitate files for a better understanding of youth subculture in the 1980s, but also to 

point out their limitations and shortcomings by comparing them with other sources and 

describing the secret police not as an established, compact institution, but as a conglomerate of 

individuals with their own interests, fears, expectations and sympathies, in order to provide a 

more differentiated view on Romanian society in the 1980s.       
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Georg Herbstritt 

 

From Allies to Adversaries? Relations between the Securitate and the Stasi. 1950–1989 

 

During the communist era, the countries of the Soviet Bloc developed cooperation in all kind of 

fields. So did the secret services too. This case study on the communist secret services of 

Romania and East Germany describes three phases of the relations between the Securitate and 

the Stasi. A first period of cooperation until 1964 was followed by a second period in which they 

distanced themselves from each other, until 1968–73, after which there began a final period of 

hostile distance. At first sight one might argue that this development simply reflects the 

Romanian aspiration to independence. On closer inspection one will find evidence that the Stasi 

(and other services) turned their back on the Securitate, no longer being interested in 

cooperation. In the end, the aspiration to independence led to isolation, and Romania was treated 

as a hostile brother country by the Stasi. 
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Dr. Peter Jasek 

 

State Security Documents and their Role in the Process of Coming to Terms with the 

Totalitarian Past in Slovakia 

 

In my paper I will focus on the role of the State Security documents in the process of the coming 

to terms with the totalitarian past in Slovakia. The paper is based especially on the experiences of 

the Nation’s Memory Institute, or from the point of view of the Nation’s Memory Institute as a 

key institution that prepared the disclosure of these documents to the public and that also houses 

the archive in which these documents are located. These documents are accessible for research 

purposes for professional researchers, journalists and the general public too.  

 I will examine several issues. Firstly, I will discuss what kind of documents we have in 

the archive. I will also present very briefly the history of these documents and their use/misuse:  

- the question of the shredding of documents of the State Security which took place in December 

1989. The shredding is still shrouded in mystery, because it involved an extraordinary amount of 

material related to political changes in Czechoslovakia at that time; 

- the question of political misuse of these documents, especially in the 1990 elections and the 

political scandal surrounding the leader of the Velvet Revolution in Slovakia, Jan Budaj; 

- the application of the process of lustration in Slovakia; 

- the establishment of the Nation’s Memory Institute, the creation of the Archive of the Nation’s 

Memory Institute and the process of disclosure. 

 In the second part of my paper, I will examine how these documents affected public 

opinion and how and when they became part of the general public debate.  The publication of the 

registration protocols of the State Security Service also includes a list of agents and secret 

collaborators and started public discussion about these documents, especially the question of 

their reliability. I will mention most known cases of secret collaborators and how the Nation’s 

Memory Institute defends itself during lawsuits with the people that consider their collaboration 

as a fiction and documents as a unreliable.  

 In the final part of my paper I will consider reliability from the researcher’s point of view 

and also discuss the use of the State Security documents as a source of scientific research, 

focusing on minority issues.      
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Ágnes Kiss 

 

Censorship between Ambiguity and Effectiveness: Rules, Trust and Informal Practices in 

Romania (1949–1989) 

 

In this presentation I will discuss the methodological considerations (sources, methods of 

analysis) and the main results of my doctoral research that focused on the analysis of the 

underlying formal organizational solutions and everyday informal practices contributing to the 

effective implementation of ambiguous censorship norms. 

The research was designed to address both formal and informal aspects of the censorship 

process. In terms of methods, I combined institutional analysis and historical ethnography, which 

involved processing data derived from official documents and various types of subjective 

sources (interviews, memoirs, diaries and contemporary correspondence). The empirical analysis 

was based on a single case, namely the Romanian censorship system in the state socialist period 

(1949–1989). Within that case, the focus on formal mechanisms was narrowed to the extreme 

end of the pre-publication procedure: the activity of local censors’ offices. With regard to 

informal mechanisms, the analysis was focalized on positive interpersonal relationships between 

the actors of the censorship system, particularly those nurtured among the controllers (censors) 

and the controlled, and the allied informal practices. 

Analysis of the Romanian case reveals that the effective implementation of the censorship policy 

was maintained by a complex set of formal organizational coordination and control mechanisms 

that were appropriately designed to meet critical contingencies of censorship (i.e. ambiguous 

norms, task uncertainty), as well as by various types of informal practices based on trust-

centered interpersonal ties. The types of informal practices that furthered the formal scopes of 

censorship included (1) the spread and clarification of information regarding censorship norms 

via peers and censors, (2) censors sharing confidential directives, as well as (3) counseling and 

clarifying with controllers prior to official checking. The last type (4) comprises interactions that 

eventually undermined the effectiveness of the censorship policy, practices such as negotiations 

between the censors and editors-in-chief/authors, intervening through personal networks on 

behalf of a publication, or taking a risk by turning a blind eye to problematic issues. 

These findings complement accounts of the functioning and effectiveness of the Soviet-type 

censorship system primarily focused on macro institutional and organizational configurations. 

Furthermore, the results shed light on practices constituting the domain of “self-censorship”, 

which is also claimed by the literature to represent an important factor contributing to the 
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effectiveness of censorship. Finally, by focusing on positive interpersonal ties and related 

practices, the findings considerably alter the dominant narrative centered on negative 

relationships between the controllers and the controlled, yet they also show that many 

interactions based on positive ties had the same effects as their negative counterparts: raising the 

performance of the censorship system. With regards to the implications of analytic arguments 

employed in the study of the Romanian censorship system, it is safe to claim that they can be 

smoothly applied to the Soviet type censorship cases. 
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Laura Laza 

 

The unresearched literary estate of von Aichelburg in the CNSAS archive 

 

On Wolf von Aichelburg’s 80th birthday, his friend Georg Scherg wrote a laudatio recounting 

their first meeting in 1954. The documents of the former secret police, the “Securitate”,  retell 

the same events from a different perspective. When compared, the official and the personal 

versions of the story reveal that the Securitate’s strategy was to change the meaning of the 

sequestrated documents to serve their own interests. 
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Corina L. Petrescu 

 

While Reading a File: Securitate Files as (Hi)Story 

 

The opening of the archives of the secret police forces in the countries of the former Eastern 

Bloc has made it possible for researchers and scholars to gain new insights into the Cold War. 

The files in these archives speak not only of the mistrust with which communist decision makers 

viewed their fellow citizens but also of the willingness on the part of ordinary citizens to 

cooperate with and be cooped by the authoritarian regime in their country. The files yield a rich 

and complex image of their society but certainly not a clear one; the documents in the files 

include texts that make it hard to distinguish between truth and lies, stories and history. 

Undoubtedly, these files are bureaucratic texts—objective records kept in a dry jargon—, yet at 

the same time, they also contain extraordinary life stories and, like in the best novels, these 

stories tell of loyalty, deception or treason; and the life they describe is read in terms of meta-

narratives. Researchers can thus approach the files as they would literary texts. They can read 

them focusing on plot and character development or for turning points in the narrative.  

Based on the files put together by the Securitate, communist Romania’s secret police, on 

the German-Romanian writer Eginald Schlattner, my paper analyzes the means by which the 

former wrote the latter into a history of espionage and counter-revolution by pasting together 

pieces of his life story. 
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Dr. Corneliu Pintilescu 

 

“Matryoshka Dolls”: Dealing with the Institutional Practices and Encapsulated Discourses 

of the Securitate  

 

Dealing with the files of the former Securitate is like walking on quicksand due to the strong 

ideological character of the Securitate discourse and the intertwined interests lying behind their 

issuance process. Yet many scholars conducting research on the files of the Romanian 

communist secret police have proved not to be aware of the traps lurking behind these files. This 

paper analyses the most frequent methodological errors committed by Romanian historiography 

when dealing with the Securitate files and argues that the methodological tools that might help 

us avoid these traps are those provided by discourse analysis approaches, especially thosebased 

on the work of Michel Foucault. By using these methodological approaches we can deconstruct 

the inner logic of the bureaucratic mechanism of the Securitate and the encapsulated discourses 

contained by a document issued by the feared institution. These approaches might help us better 

understand the institutional context in which the documents were issued by answering questions 

such as: How was knowledge about individuals and groups produced by the Securitate? How did 

the Securitate define its targets of its surveillance and its institutional strategies? How did the 

Securitate officers manipulate various ideological concepts or categories in the course of their 

daily activity? What impact did on the Securitate work have on its own bureaucratic principles? 
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Martin Pražák 

 

Access to 'materials', of the Archive of the Security Services, archival processing and 

research options on minority issues 

 

The paper provides a brief overview of the development of Czech legislation and institutional 

care allowing access to the files of the security services of Czechoslovakia since 1989 with 

special emphasis on the current situation. The paper further examines the pitfalls of research 

agenda, presenting an archival view on the interpretation of files and also the state of archival 

processing of the documents in the Archive of the Security Services. In sum, the paper deals with 

the potential of archival research concerning minorities. 
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Stefan Sienerth 
 

A reliable source for literary history or a mere tissue of lies? On the authenticity of 

Securitate files on Romanian German writers 

 

Following the end of the First World War, there began an unprecedented written record of 

information collected on the German minority, beginning with the formation of Greater Romania 

after the First World War and lasting until the political upheaval of 1989. The files hoarded by 

the Romanian secret police, the ‘Siguranţa’ (up to 1948) and the ‘Securitate’ (1948–1990), 

probably represent the most significant source of material on the history of the Romanian 

Germans in the twentieth century. Especially the materials concerning the Romanian German 

elite contain, along with many records of dubious value, a great deal of information on their 

biographies, their lives and works in a uniquely compact form. This paper draws on examples 

from the files kept on Romanian German writers in considering the extent to which these 

troubling documents produced by decades of spying can be regarded as reliable historical 

sources or whether they should be dismissed as a mere tissue of lies. 
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Krisztina Slachta   

  

Banalität der Bürokratie (?) – Beobachtung ungarndeutscher Verwandtenbesucher   

  

Die Ungarndeutschen – die Vertriebenen und die in ihren Heimatländer verbliebenen – blieben 

auch nach der Vertreibung (1945-1948) weiterhin ein Feindbild und deshalb im Fokus 

des  Saatssicherheitsdienstes. Für die ungarische Staatssicherheit, bzw. für die Spionageabwehr 

bedeuteten die einfachen Verwandtenbesucher, sowie die Vertriebenenorganisationen wegen 

ihrer Kontakten zu den in ihrer Heimat verbliebenen Verwandten eine gefährliche 

Bevölkerungsgruppe, was wir aber als eine Neuentdeckung des Feindbildes der 

„Schwaben“ nach der Revolution von 1956 bezeichnen können. Die Ungarndeutschen wurden 

allein deshalb als verdächtige und gefährliche Personen angesehen, weil sie während ihrer 

Besuchsreisen westlichen Lebensstil ins Land brachten, und dadurch „das sozialistische Leben in 

ländlichen Gebieten gefährden könnten.” Der ungarische Staatssicherheitsdienst ging auch davon 

aus, dass Vertriebene als Spionen des Bundesnachrichtendienstes angeworben worden sind.    

So wurden ab Mitte der 1960er Jahren inoffizielle Mitarbeiter nicht nur unter den 

ungarndeutschen Verwandtenbesucher selber, sondern auch unter den Dorfbewohnern zB. in der 

sog. „schwäbischen Türkei“ angeworben, bzw. eingesetzt, um möglichst gründlich und fast 

flechendeckend über die Reisetätigkeit aus der BRD, sowie über Arbeits- und 

Einkaufmöglichkeiten in der BRD informiert zu sein. In diesen Berichten lesen wir aber über 

Großeltern, die ihren Enkeln besuchen und ihnen Motorräder oder Kühlschränke schenken, über 

Kolleginnen und Nachbarn die einander geschmuggelten Neylonstrumpfhosen verkaufen, oder 

über Vertriebene, die die Gegend ihres Heimatdorfes fotografieren – was als Erkundung von 

militärischen Gebieten eingeschätzt wird. Als ein alter ungarndeutscher Bauer als Spion entarnt 

wird, wer die geheimen Informationen hinter den Eingemachten im Speisekammer versteckt 

haben soll, stellt sich die Frage, ob die ungewohnte Tüchtigkeit der ungarischen Staatssicherheit 

als wirkliche Wachsamkeit dem „westlichen Gegner“ gegenüber, oder als Banalität der 

Bürokratie zu verstehen sein soll? Diese IM-Berichte sagen als historische Quellen viel zur 

Alltagsgeschichte der Ungarndeutschen, und generell zum ungarischen ländlichen Leben aus, 

berichten aber viel mehr über die Feindbilder der Staatssicherheit, aber auch über die der 

einfachen Menschen der Kádár-Zeit aus.  
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Ágnes Tóth 

 

The Aspects of Political Surveillance and its Subjects in a Multiethnic Village.  

Vaskút, 1950–1957 

 

This paper analyses the basic principles of political surveillance in a village and the Hungarian 

countryside in general on the basis of the “object file” for Vaskút (a village situated in Bács-

Kiskun county, Hungary) in the early 1950s. The analysis focuses on the ethnic features of 

surveillance and the construction of an enemy in a village of mixed ethnic character, with special 

regard to the local Germans. The author examines the different aspects of the construction of an 

enemy on a class or political basis and the way in which it overlapped with the issue of 

nationality. 

The study does not deal, however with the shadowers: it consciously avoids focusing on either 

the regional and the local, institutional networks and their personnel. The network of informers – 

i.e. moles, agents, social contacts – that operated in the village itself is not dealt with in detail 

either.  

The study comes to the conclusion that according to the communist authorities the mere fact of 

belonging to an ethnic minority was tantamount to political untrustworthiness in the Rákosi era. 

The intrinsic “culpability” of such people was generally underpinned by other stigmata such as 

former membership of a clerical reactionary, facist, right-wing party and/or organisation, having 

Western relatives or maintaining contacts with Yugoslav citizens. On the one hand this 

procedure served to conceal the national bias, and on the other to increase the weight of the 

crime. Moreover, it was also suitable for undermining the ethnic cohesion of the community in 

particular. The argumentation of stigmatization and discrimination was in a constant state of 

flux; the various aspects were confounded or even separated again if required. As a result, the 

subject became unable to comprehend what he or she was accused of, and consequently, the 

person was also unable to put up a proper defence. The ruling power applied the means of 

distress and fear as driving forces in society. The ultimate aim was to suppress the autonomy of 

the community and the subject. 
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William Totok 
 

The political shaping of historiography abroad by the Securitate (1956–1989) 
 

The Romanian secret police, the Securitate, founded in 1948, was not just a classical organ of 

repression serving to eliminate potential and actual enemies of the regime and suppress any 

oppositional activities with whatever means were at its disposal. As early as the Stalinist era 

(1948–1964), the Securitate received more complex instructions that aimed to portray the regime 

in a more positive light. 

To this end, both internal and external official and unofficial agents were recruited. In order to 

‘positively influence’ other countries, particularly Romanian citizens living in exile, the 

publication Glasul Patriei was established in 1955 (retitled Tribuna României in 1972). Aimed 

exclusively at Romanians abroad, it was controlled by the secret service. 

Parallel to politically influencing Romanian exiles, the Securitate also developed a broad strategy 

of covert activities to disseminate a certain conception of history which fundamentally reflected 

that of official historiography. In this context the secret service machine employed several 

unofficial agents who, particularly after 1965, identified partly or indeed fully with the 

nationalist course ushered in by Ceauşescu. These voluntary agents abroad belonged to a variety 

of political categories (former bourgeois politicians, supporters of the fascist legion or the 

National Socialist Party of the Romanian German Volksgruppe, members of the Church, 

functionaries of the landsmannschaften (homeland associations) etc.). 

William Totok’s paper presents and analyses the activities of these agents on the invisible front, 

their specific fields of duty, their successes or failures and their public perception. At the same 

time, practices of hermeneutic reinterpretation in certain portrayals of contemporary history are 

critically examined and succinctly evaluated. 
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Barbara Wallbraun 

  

How important were lesbians for the Staatssicherheit of the GDR? As subjects of 

surveillance as well as informers. 

  

This lecture provides an insight into the way the “Stasi” worked: how inofficial informers were 

recruited, how homosexual gatherings were infiltrated and which measures were developed to 

sabotage the underground groups and even individuals in order to suppress their (personal) 

development. 

After spending 18 months reading several hundred Stasi files, Leipzig-based filmmaker Barbara 

Wallbraun shows some significant examples of state-sanctioned surveillance of women and the 

consequences for the individual.  

  
 

 


